
Inspired designs custom made by craftsmen



At alltone we have successfully blended traditional values 

of craftsmanship and quality with fashion and cutting edge 

interior design.  

While others may claim these values, we actually live this 

philosophy everyday. Each of us loves the smell and feel of 

timber, and even after so many years, we still experience the 

thrill of completing a truly beautiful, custom-made shutter 

or blind.

We’re proudly Australian and we’re privately-owned which 

is why our customer service is responsive and genuinely 

caring.  Ours is a team approach.  We love what we do and 

we know that our customers love the window coverings  

we create.  

Located on the Sunshine Coast in Queensland, we service 

the whole of Australia - Tasmania to Townsville, Perth 

to Port Macquarie and everywhere in between, and 

sometimes even overseas…such is the demand for our 

quality and attention to every detail.

The alltone Team





Aallcedar shutters

All-natural allcedar shutters are the most indulgent of our 

window coverings.  From the moment you breathe in the 

aroma of cedar, there’s no turning back.  

Western Red Cedar is compelling.  You’ll find yourself 

running your fingers along the fine and beautifully 

patterned grain and pondering which finish you will choose 

to accentuate its natural beauty – oil, lime, stain or lacquer.

There simply is no other material, natural or man-made like 

Western Red Cedar.  Harvested from certified sustainable 

forests in British Columbia Canada, Western Red Cedar is  

of a class all its own.  

It has warmth and character which complements both 

traditional and contemporary interiors.  Western Red Cedar 

has a natural resistance to moisture and insect damage, and 

offers effective insulation from summer heat and winter 

cold.  Light weight, yet very strong due to the long fine grain 

which creates dimensional stability allowing your shutters 

to be manufactured in a wider span, and they won’t split or 

warp… it’s little wonder Western Red Cedar is the timber of 

choice for discerning home owners. 

allcedar shutters may be oiled & limed, lacquered & stained or painted to order.



Indulgence



Aallcedar shutters

allcedar shutters include a modern painted finish available 

in five glossy colours but for a small additional fee you can 

enjoy the colour of your choice.

For discerning homeowners, painted allcedar shutters 

offer the best of both worlds…customised colours and the 

stunning natural elements of genuine Western Red Cedar.   

Painted Western Red Cedar shutters reveal just a glimpse of 

grain.



Available in your choice of flat or aerofoil blade, wider panels 

enhance your view, are more convenient to adjust and are 

faster and easier to clean.  Lightweight and stable, your 

Western Red Cedar shutters will not sag or place undue stress 

on hinges.

allcedar shutters are beautifully styled with three control 

bar options – centre, off-set and hidden control -  for precise 

finger-tip blade adjustment.  Hidden and off-set control 

bars are attached using tiny tensioning screws.  Unlike 

traditional shutter designs, both control bar options do not 

rely on unsightly tensioning access holes.  Inconspicuous and 

easy to adjust, this tensioning method is durable but most 

importantly, it allows the shutter stile to remain seamless and 

beautifully smooth.

allcedar shutters are perfect for windows, sliding and fixed panel doors, hinged doors and windows including bi-folds.



allvalue timber shutters

At alltone we’ve made it possible to achieve beautiful 

window coverings without costing the earth. 

allvalue timber shutters is a range of quality imported 

shutters which are crafted from genuine timber 

mouldings.  By nature this timber is stable, dense and 

inherently smooth.  Laminated and kiln dried to precisely 

control moisture levels then tested for the extremes of 

humidity, temperature and accelerated ageing to deliver a 

shutter which is strong, durable and extremely stable.

allvalue timber shutters are available in three blade sizes, 

*five standard colours and eight stunning stained and 

lacquered tones.  

Styling includes the choice of stapled centre, an offset 

control bar or an aluminium control bar which may be 

located on either the face or hidden on the reverse side of 

the panel.

*Custom colours may be arranged for a small fee.



Real Value



Lifestyle
allvalue synthetic shutters



Beneath the smooth and beautiful lustre of our allvalue 

synthetic shutter is a near indestructible core capable of 

taking whatever your busy lifestyle can dish up.  

allvalue synthetic shutters are advanced synthetic shutters 

engineered specifically to cope with moisture, heat and UV 

rays without peeling, warping, denting or chipping.  

In short, allvalue synthetic shutters are the lifestyle choice.

Presenting a sleek, high quality appearance available in 

*five fashion colours, allvalue synthetic shutters have been 

engineered to hold their shape without warping or sagging.  

Insulating qualities for noise, cold and heat are excellent and 

you’ll also benefit from the longevity and environmental 

benefits of quality synthetic material.

*Custom colours may be arranged for a small fee

allvalue synthetic shutters are ideal for kitchens, bathrooms, the 
laundry and other wet areas.



allfresco aluminium shutter

Aallfresco aluminium shutters are streamlined and strong, 

a marriage of form and function.    Lightweight and durable 

with important differences which include perfectly matched 

cast-aluminium end caps; 60-80um high quality powder 

coating; 6063 aluminium tempered to T5;  engineered 

internal fluting and a metal spring pin system to pivot 

blades. 

Your allfresco aluminium shutters unique end caps and 

pivot system, which are central to security and longevity, 

offer superior strength and will never discolour or warp.

Designed for internal and external applications, allfresco 

aluminium shutters proportions are based upon top of the 

range timber shutters.  The package includes your choice of 

a range of frames, components and locks, three blade sizes, 

five standard solid colours, two timber-look styles, an infinite 

range of full custom colours and 24 semi-custom colours. A 

7 year finish warranty and 10 year manufacturer’s warranty 

underpins these outstanding quality shutters.  



Form & Function



Venetians have timeless styling and a host of practical 

benefits that you simply won’t find with any other window 

covering.  Nothing conveys mood quite like that of a 

venetian blind.    

Open, you’ll flood a room in glistening sunshine, tilt them 

just a little to create a play of shadow and light, warmth and 

intimacy.  But close them fully and the outside world will 

leave you in peace - your privacy assured.

Breezes flow easily through Venetians without clatter or 

flapping.

In fact, Venetians are so clever they perform multiple tasks 

all at once – privacy screening, light and airflow control - 

whereas other blinds usually deliver just one or the other.

alltone offers a comprehensive selection of Venetian blinds 

that we’re certain you will love.

Premium Venetian 

Western Red Cedar offers an extraordinary combination of  

lightweight-strength and dimensional stability which makes 

it the ultimate material for Venetian blinds.  alltone’s 

Premium Venetian is the pinnacle of window furnishings. 

Offering thicker 4mm genuine Western Red Cedar slats which 

have been individually selected for balanced colour and 

grain. Each end cut is carefully sanded for a perfect finish. 

Available in light, medium or dark lacquered finish.

venetian blinds



Timeless
allwoods Venetian

Beautifully smooth, even-grained, genuine timber in your 

choice of stained and lacquered tones or fashion colours in a 

silky smooth high quality painted finish.

Faux Venetians

Our genuine sensationall slats, valance and bottom rails,  

are manufactured using a modern high quality synthetic 

material.  A wide range of colours are available and all are  

UV fade-resistant.



A
the 
finer

Details
You may not notice at first, but when you do, you’ll know they make a world  

of difference…the finer details.  

At alltone our Western Red Cedar is carefully selected and sanded by hand 

to maximise the colour and grain.  Our components are the best available – 

quality, durable and reliable.  

We care about the finer details because we’re proud of our shutters and 

blinds… and that’s because we love what we do.





Quality
When you see the alltone quality insignia, you’ll know 

you’re dealing with an alltone quality retailer who has 

been specially trained to inform you about alltone shutters 

and blinds.

Your alltone quality retailer is qualified to measure and 

quote your window furniture and is authorised to extend to 

you, our alltone warranties and commitment to customer 

service.

Q U A L I T Y
Q

You will enjoy the security of our alltone Manufacturer’s 

Warranty which applies to our alltone Shutters, alltone 

Venetian Blinds and alltone Fabric Blinds. For complete 

details please visit www.alltone.com.au
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